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Regarding building decarbonization &
electrification needs, where should we focus
first?
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Multiple-choice poll

April 19 - "Regarding building decarbonization
and electrification, to achieve New York's
Climate, Health and Equity goals, a critical
obstacle to collectively overcome in 12 months
is..."

0 3 8

"NYCHA to harness every applicable and deployable funding
opportunity flowing out of IRA, utility partnerships, and any other
sources while aligning preservation work through PHA, PACT and
Trust transitions." - Vlada Kenniff, NYCHA

18 %

"Understanding through measurement, available solutions,
stakeholder engagement and available capital what goals are
achievable, when they are achievable and how to ensure all
stakeholders are successful." - Lauren Moss, Vornado Realty Trust

32 %

"Understanding the idiosyncrasies of the asset you are working
with, there isn’t a one solution fits all." - Joseph Szabo, Paramount
Group

50 %



Wordcloud poll

Are you willing to join the Day 1 AEG Net-Zero
Building Task Force? If yes, please write your
name.
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Multiple-choice poll

April 20 - "Regarding building decarbonization
and electrification, to achieve New York's
Climate, Health and Equity goals, a critical
obstacle to collectively overcome in 12 months
is..."
(1/2)

0 5 1

"Creating long term financial benefits for affordable buildings to
decarbonize." - Laura Humphrey, L+M Development Partners

33 %

"Improved market intelligence to identify buildings with highest
potential for heat pump integration." - Charlie Marino, AKF Group

37 %

"Updating current planning and zoning regulations to allow for
fast tracking the permitting of EV and V2G locations wherever they
are proposed to be installed (parking and vacant lots, new
buildings)." - Samuel King-Nabi, Revel

6 %



Multiple-choice poll

April 20 - "Regarding building decarbonization
and electrification, to achieve New York's
Climate, Health and Equity goals, a critical
obstacle to collectively overcome in 12 months
is..."
(2/2)

0 5 1

"Projects take too long from inception to completion." - Neil
Skidell, The PAR Group

24 %



Wordcloud poll

Are you willing to join the Day 2 AEG Net-Zero
Building Task Force? If yes, please write your
name.
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Multiple-choice poll

Workforce Panel - "Regarding workforce
development, a critical obstacle to collectively
overcome in 12 months is..."

0 2 3

"Meeting the demand for skilled labor in the green construction
space." - Keith Kinch, BlocPower

17 %

"Support and upskill the current workforce and support, train and
place new workers in clean energy jobs." - Davetta Thacher,
NYSERDA

13 %

"Start normalizing systems thinking, encourage careers that
bridge silos and kickstart knowledge transfer across generations."
- Ellen Honigstock, Urban Green Council

48 %

"Moving from aspirations to actions." - Cristina Pastrana, Clean
Energy Academy

22 %



Rating poll

Post Event Survey (1/5)

How likely are you to recommend AEG events?
(5 = very likely)
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Wordcloud poll

Post Event Survey (2/5)

In one word, how would you describe your
experience?
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Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/5)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(1/3)

0 1 3

Rashad Hyacenth- I was blown away

by how well articulated the speakers

were throughout the event. I was

especially please with Shaun Hoyte

and Laura Humphrey who were

especially impressive. HG was a

phenomenal host as well.

H.G. & his team do an incredible job

keeping people engaged. This is my

second event I’ve been to that he’s

hosted and it’s great. - Andrew

Kringas

Meetings provide an opportunity for

learning, thinking creatively,

meeting new people with common

interests and developing new

business relationships. Phyllis

Kessler

Amazing facilitation by the AEG

team. I loved meeting in person and

the collaborative attitude that HG

facilitates. People are open to share.

People in the room



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/5)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(2/3)

0 1 3

are from different occupations and

give different perspectives. We need

to collaborate more than ever

before, so we really need this type

of cross sector facilitation.

Wonderfully educational and great

to connect with all the players in and

around the energy space. We all

need to work together on climate,

health, and equity, and the best way

to do that is collaborating and

sharing our ideas and perspective. -

Katie Sheehan, Tishman Speyer

This was really great! It was

engaging from beginning to end.

A well run, great facilitation of

conversations but what they do

better than others is taking the time

to verbalize ideas, voting on ideas to

make them actionable.

I had a great



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/5)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(3/3)

0 1 3

time talking about decarbonization!

As usual, HG and his team brought

together an impressive slant of

speakers and stakeholders to

address the key issues related to the

decarbonization of the building and

transportation sectors

Well coordinated event! Really

enjoyed the dialogue with my peers

at the table.

I enjoyed hearing

perspective from different building

managers and having both

government agencies, utilities, and

private sector in the room (Yarden

Zamir)

Another great workshop. Wonderful

to catch up with old friends and

meet new colleagues

Such a great cross section of

perspectives on how to decarbonize

the built environment. Great event.



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (4/5)

Any suggestions?
0 0 9

More marketing should be done to

get more people to this event.

Keep developing new ideas to keep

the audience engaged and talking.

There’s very little to critique.

Integrate breaks between themed

sessions

Not now

Some presentations were pretty

long.

Longer breaks for networking

Not at this time.

Focus more on how to

incorporate equity into

decarbonization goals

None



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (5/5)

What guidance do you have for the Task Force
to achieve its first 90 day milestone.

0 0 8

-

Stay focused, prioritize the best

solutions to avoid procrastination

on smaller items, and set up clear

goals and milestones to achieve,

with accountability for all team

members.

Fully commit! Don’t be afraid to chat

offline with task force members

Strong leader and commitment

from the TF members

Work collaboratively with

CBOs and stakeholders. Incentivize

input. Compensation would support

nonprofit and small business

engagement.

Focus on the most vulnerable

communities, focus on policy that

can drive industry growth

Start ASAP

Good luck and get started early


